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Cornwall Funeral Services is proud to offer a large range of coffins. This allows 
our families the opportunity to select a fitting and individual coffin, or casket, 

for their loved one at this very difficult time.  

We supply coffins or caskets made of solid wood, veneer, cardboard, willow, 
bamboo, wool, or metal. If you want a bespoke item we can provide almost any 

kind of coffin or casket you could want.

You may also want to think about how you would like your loved one to be 
dressed when they are resting. Many people supply us with a set of clothes but 

others prefer their loved one to wear a gown, which we can provide.

All our traditional coffins can be prepared with either brass or silver effect
handles and wreath holders.
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Hanley 
Oak veneer MDF panelled coffin with flat 

lid and solid mouldings

Regent
Traditional oak veneer coffin with solid 

mouldings and gloss finish

Cotswold
Oak veneer coffin with plain sides

and raised lid
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Oakleigh
Veneered oak coffin with raised lid

and mounted panels

Oregon
A veneered oak MDF panelled coffin,

with oak mouldings and raised lid

Evesham
Elm wood veneer coffin with astragal

oak mouldings
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Coloured
Can be provided in any colour - use the 

Dulux website to choose the colour

Henley
Oak veneer coffin with square embossed 

sides, raised lid and solid mouldings

Worcester
Veneered oak panelled coffin

with raised lid
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Arbury
Elm veneer coffin with bead fitted to lid, 
and mouldings tinted with antique stain

Westminster
Oak veneer coffin with decorative bead 

fitted to lid and tinted antique stain

Lichfield
Mahogany veneer coffin with oval

embossed sides and mouldings
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Amesbury
Gainsborough pannelled coffin with

raised lid and roses engraved on ends

Gold Rose
Rich veneered mahogany coffin with raised 
lid, gold inlay panels and gold roses at ends

Jacobean
Oak veneer coffin with bead fitted to lid

and dark English oak stain
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Crown Casket
Oak wood veneer casket with luxury lining 

and hinged handles

Warwick
Oak veneer coffin with traditional panels,  

crucifix ends and oak crucifix on lid
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Blenheim
Solid mahogany coffin with routed sides, 

crucifix ends, solid mouldings and raised lid

Highbury
Traditional panelled solid oak coffin 

with raised lid

Solid Oak
Traditional style solid oak coffin

with beaded lid
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Pine Eco
Environmentally friendly coffin

Cathedral
Solid oak traditional joinery framed coffin

English Rose
Solid oak coffin with Gainsborough side 
panels, engraved roses and raised lid.
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White Cardinal
Solid oak casket finished in
white with white interior

Cardinal
Traditional solid mahogany casket

in rich mahogany

Bredon
A premier joinery framed traditional
 English casket, made from solid oak
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Carved Solid
Solid oak high gloss coffin

with carved sides depicting Christ

Imperial Mahogany
Imperial casket with mahogany finish, 

superior interior with split lid

Last Supper
Decorated with a Last Supper carving on each 

side and with a traditional raised lid, the coffin is 
furnished with brass-effect handles

and wreath holders.
A white coffin suite complements the interior
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Linton
Solid poplar coffin in mahogany colour 
with rose engraved into lid, gloss finish

Lambourne
Solid poplar coffin with rose inlay in the lid 

and matching wooden handles

Lucia
Solid poplar coffin, white finish

with gold trim
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Lichfield
Solid poplar coffin

with rich mahogany gloss finish

Louis
Solid poplar coffin black high gloss finish 

with gold trim

Turny
Solid oak coffin, dark stain, splayed sides 

and double raised lid
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Elm
MDF elm finish coffin

with matching mouldings

Limed Oak
MDF limed oak finish coffin
with matching mouldings

Oak
MDF oak finish coffin

with matching mouldings
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Elm with mouldings
MDF elm finish coffin with Gainsborough 

panel and red beech mouldings

Oak with mouldings
MDF oak finish coffin with panelled sides 

and solid oak mouldings

Mahogany
MDF mahogany finish coffin

with matching mouldings
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Hillside Coffin
A robust solid poplar traditional shaped coffin, wrap-fitted with natural wool.

The kiln-dried timber is assembled by hand and the natural wool textiles fitted to form a
completely covered coffin including the underneath for comfort whilst handling.
No polish or chemical lacquers are used in the timber assembly of this product.
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Eco
Solid poplar ‘FSC’ certified timber in an all 

wood construction with split lid. 
Natural linseed oil finish and all cotton 

muslin interior 

Wheaton
Solid oak casket with matt golden finish 

and split lid. Plush velvet interior

Michelangelo
Solid poplar casket with polished cherry

finish and split lid.  Last Supper panel
available to augment the velvet interior
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Heavenly White
20 gauge metal casket in white with luxury 

white crepe interior

Angel Mercury
20 gauge metal casket with luxury

pink crepe interior

Supra
48oz bronze casket in brushed natural/gold 

finish with luxury velvet interior
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Metropolitan
20 gauge metal casket with luxury velvet 

interior including rose feature

Sutton
20 gauge metal casket with luxury

velvet interior

Da Vinci
20 gauge metal casket with luxury

velvet interior
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Paulownia Plain Side

Paulownia Mahogany

Paulownia Oak

Paulownia Coffins come from a tree known in Japanese as the
‘Princess Tree’.  It was once customary to plant a paulownia tree 

when a girl was born.  It would then be made into a dresser as 
wedding present when she was married.
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Woodland Design

Train Design

Camouflage Design

Bespoke wrapped coffins are a truly unique option.
We take your personal thoughts as to how you would like the coffin to 

look and work with our local designer to create a stunning original 
design for you to review before wrap is created and applied.
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Traditional Handle

Metal No 4 Handle

Brass Wreath Holder

Latin Cross 10”

Thin Brass Crucifix

York Handle

Ashbourne Handle

Metal No 1 Handles

No 2 Wreath Holder

Crucifix 10”

Rope Edge Crucifix
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Fleur Handle Moderna Handle

Fleur Wreath Holder Raised Gothic Cross

Spanish Crucifix Crucfix 26”

Filigree Crucifix Rose Ornament

At Rest Ornament RIP Ornament

York Handle

No 2 Wreath Holder

Plain Crucifix 11”

Gothic Ornament

Masonic Ornament

Plastic No 1 Handles Bell Top
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Brown

Green

Light
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Our English Willow coffins are handcrafted by skilled workers with long family
histories in willow weaving, using traditional methods. Willow has been grown on 

the Somerset Levels for centuries and has the unique ability to regenerate repeatedly 
from the same crown for 30 to 40 years. Once harvested it can grow back to the same 
height in a year, unlike the trees used in traditional coffin manufacturing which are 

cut down at a faster rate than they can regrow. Our English Willow coffins are
available in either Round or Traditional styles and in a range of colours.

Our standard colours are Brown, Green and Light with the colour variations 
achieved naturally by drying, boiling or stripping the bark.
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Brown

Green

Light
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Round

Traditional
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Round

Traditional
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Brown

Green

Light
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English Willow Eco2 is our most environmentally friendly coffin to date.
With an innovative synergy of materials, the Eco2 combines beautiful, high-quality 

hand-woven willow with an eco-friendly interior structure making the coffin
incredibly strong and light.
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Brown

Green

Light
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Purple

Red

Colour Bands
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Round

Traditional
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Colour Range
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Natural

Light
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The Cromer is a round ended coffin with gently tapered sides handcrafted from
willow using traditional methods. Willow is a deciduous tree primarily found on 
most soil in cold and temperate regions of the Northern Hemisphere.  Almost all 

willows take root very readily from cuttings taken from the original crown, or even 
where broken branches are left lying on the ground.  Our Willow Cromer, Pod and 
Highsted coffins are manufactured in the EU using cottage industry methods, in 

which people work in their own homes and use their own equipment.
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Natural

Light
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Natural

Light
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Round

Traditional

Our banana coffins are made from banana card, woven around a natural cane
framework.  Banana card is made using the dried woven leaves of the banana after 
the plant has produced its fruit and died back each year. Rattan is also woven into 

the coffin’s design to create a striking contrast with the banana card’s burnt
golden appearance.  Banana plants are often mistaken for trees as their main stem 
can reach a height of up to 8 metres; but they are in fact the world’s largest known 

herb. The stem is not made of wood, but tightly coiled leaves.  All of our banana 
products are made in World Fair Trade Organisation accredited workshops.
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Round

Traditional
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Our Pandanus coffins are made from the leaves of a prolific wild plant which grows 
rapidly in the watery environments of Southeast Asia and is cultivated as a highly 
renewable and sustainable material.  The leaves are dried and then spun into long 

yarns which are then woven and coiled around a natural cane framework.  Rattan is 
also woven into the coffin’s design to create a striking lightweight contrast against 

the leaf yarn’s silvery appearance.  Our Pandanus coffins are manufactured in
Indonesia in only World Fair Trade accredited workshops.
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Round

Traditional
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Banana Cerise

Banana Ebony

Pine

40

These caskets are made from a variety of materials, all chosen for their low
impact on the environment. Our models Ebony and Cerise achieve their striking look 

through a combination of bands of banana, pandanus and rattan, here dyed in red
or black.  These two models are made in World Fair Trade accredited workshops.
Pine is a casket made from sustainable pine with a smooth surface, unwaxed and
untreated, allowing the natural grain to be seen at its best on a gently curved lid.
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Round

Traditional

The Bamboo Lattice coffin is constructed of two different layers of woven bamboo 
which gives it a distinctive and unique appearance. A criss-cross pattern of stripped 

bamboo bark covers an intricately woven layer of soft bamboo creating a striking 
contrast.  Bamboo is the fastest growing plant on the planet; it grows up to a metre 
per day and absorbs more CO2 for its weight than any other plant.  All our bamboo 

products are made in World Fair Trade Organisation accredited workshops.
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Round

Traditional

A beautifully crafted bamboo coffin woven from sustainable split bamboo, 
manufactured in China.  The coffins are handmade and 100% bio-degradable

with no nails, screws or glues used during manufacture. The species of bamboo
Phyllostachys Pubescens does not form any part of the Chinese panda’s diet and

they do not live in Hunan Province where the company is located.
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Round

Traditional
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Pink

Colour Range

Purple

White

Our coffins can be custom sprayed to any colour of your choosing to create a
colourful, individual tribute to a loved one. We use only environmentally friendly, 
advanced water-based paints which provide a smooth, satin finish coat alongside 
a great range of colours to choose from.  We can create combinations of colours to 
produce flag colours, football team kit colours, regimental colours, club colours or 

anything else that could bring a unique and fitting personal touch to a coffin.
Some of the most popular colours are featured below.
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Manilla

White

Woodgrain

White

Our cardboard coffins are manufactured in the UK from corrugated cardboard
materials produced from unbleached pulp containing a minimum of 80% recycled 

paper and wood pulp sourced from sustainable forests. They are 100%
biodegradable and cremate with 90% lower carbon emissions than a standard

chipboard or MDF coffin.  The cardboard is folded in such a way that the structure 
is multi-layered and incredibly strong; they can support a weight of over 23 stone 

(146kg). Only natural corn starch-based glues are used in their construction.
Each comes with six natural cotton rope handles.
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Bamboo Shroud

Willow Stretcher

Shroud & Stretcher
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Burial shrouds have been used for centuries, made from materials such as wool, 
hemp, flax and even silk. Our bamboo shrouds are made from tightly woven, un-
bleached bamboo yarn, a highly sustainable and renewable material. The willow 

stretcher is made with dark barked willow which gives it a rustic, earthy appearance. 
100% bio-degradable, the shroud and stretcher are ideal for natural burial but are 

also suitable for every type of funeral services including cremation. 
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